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Abstract. Let G be a compact Lie group and R an orthogonal representa-

tion of G acting on R". For any irreducible unitary representation it of G

and vector c in the representation space of it define %(it, v) to be those

functions in S(R") which transform (under the action R) according to the

vector v. The Fourier transform 5 preserves the class S(w, v). A Bochner

identity asserts that for different choices of G, R, it, v the Fourier transform

is the same (up to a constant multiple). It is proved here that for G, R, m, v

and G', R', it', v' and a map T: %(it, t>)-> %(tt', v') which has the form:

restriction to a subspace followed by multiplication by a fixed function, a

Bochner identity <S'Tf= cT'Sf for all / S $(«, v) holds if and only if
A'7//= C|TA/ for all / £ S(tt, t>). From this result all known Bochner

identities follow (due to Harish-Chandra, Herz and Gelbart), as well as

some new ones.

1. Introduction. The classical Bochner identities deal with the Fourier

transform in R" of the product of a radial function /(|x|) times a spherical

harmonic Yk(x) of degree k. Bochner [1] proves

(1.1) [/(M)y*W]Xv)-(¿) Yk(y)%(n/2Hk(f)(\y\)

where

(1.2) 3c(fl/2)+,(/)(r)=(2,r2)+kr yi+;¿™ w™-* *•

Now there are two aspects to this result: the explicit formula given by (1.2)

and the observation that (1.1) depends (aside from a constant) only on

(n/2) + k. It is this second aspect only that we generalize in this paper.

Let G be a compact Lie group and R a real finite dimensional representa-

tion of G (not assumed irreducible), which we may assume to be orthogonal

without loss of generality. In other words, R is a continuous homomorphism

of G into 0(n) for some n, and we will write g~lx in place of R(g)x for

g G G, x G R". If tt is any irreducible unitary representation of G on the
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complex vector space V and v any nonzero vector in V, we say a function/in

S (R") transforms according to the vector v and the representation m, f G

S (77, v) if the linear span of translates /( g ~ lx) as g varies over G is equivalent

as a representation of G to ir with f(x) corresponding to v under the

equivalence. We write S7 for the G-invariant functions in S and note that

every § (77, v) is an S;-module. It is easy to verify that/ G § (tr, v) if and only

if ^jn~\ajf(g~xx) = 0 whenever S^a^g^u = 0, and the equivalence of

representations is given by the intertwining operator

(TO \ TO

2 tf(*-**) -2 <*»(*)*
y-i /    7=1

In the case where 7? is the standard representation of SO(n), and it is the

irreducible representation on spherical harmonics of degree k, the functions

in S (it, v) are exactly the radial functions times the spherical harmonic v.

The Fourier transform

Vf(y) = f /(*)<?*' <&
•/R"

clearly preserves the class §(77, v). The question we pose is whether the

Fourier transform restricted to S(tr, v) is essentially the same for different

choices of G, 7?, it and v. That is, given G', R', it' and v' as above, does there

exist a map T: §(77, u) -» S (77', o') such that 9'T — cJS7 for some constant

c? We investigate this question in the case where G' is a subgroup of G, R' is

the restriction of R to G ' and a subspace R" Ç R" invariant under G', and u

and v' are highest weight vectors for the representations 77 and 77' with respect

to maximal tori 77 and 77' satisying 77' C H (with compatible ordering of

weights). We will look for T of the form T = My where y is restriction to R"'

and M is multiplication by a function on R"'. The identity we seek to

establish is

(1.3) TMyf = cMy&f

for all/ G S (?r, v). To see the connection between Bochner's result (1.1) and

(1.3) observe that a highest weight vector for the spherical harmonics of

degree k is the function (xx + ix2)k. If n > n' > 2 with n - n' even, R"' C R"

is the subspace with the last n — n' components equal to zero then (1.1)

implies

(1.4) TMy((xx + ix2)"f{\x\)) = t»-»V2My$((xx + ix2)kf{\x\))

where M is multiplication by (xx + ix^"'"'^2, since both sides of the

equation are equal to (i/2ir)k+^-"">/2-(xx + ix2)k+{n-"')/2%<n/1)+k(f)(\x\).

The implication may be reversed in this case, essentially because S (it, v) is

one dimensional as an S;-module. In general there may be no analogue of

(l.l).
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We now state our main result:

Theorem 1. A necessary and sufficient condition for (1.3) to hold for all

/ G S (77, v) is that

(1.5) KMyf= cxMybf

hold for all f E S (tr, v), where A and A' are the Laplacians on R" and R"'. In

that case n — n' is necessarily even, M is multiplication by a function which is

homogeneous of degree (n — n')/2 and c = (i/2trf"~''')/2, cx = 1.

The significance of this result is that it reduces a question concerning

Fourier transforms, which are difficult to compute, to a question concerning

Laplacians, which are easier to compute. From it we obtain new and simpler

proofs of all Bochner identities known to the author, as well as new ones.

We will prove the main theorem in §2. In §3 we apply it to obtain a

theorem of Harish-Chandra concerning the adjoint representation of a com-

pact semisimple Lie group. In §§4 and 5 we give applications to the classical

groups SO(n), U(n) and Sp(n) acting on certain matrix spaces. Some of the

results for SO (n) were proved by Herz [7] and Gelbart [3].

For the applications it is convenient to deal with a general positive-definite

bilinear form (inner product) B(x, y) ■» 22 ô,-,*^ in some coordinate system.

We must then assume R(G) preserves B and define the Fourier transform by

^f = jf(y)eiB(xj'\dctby/2dy,

etc. The theorem is then true for A = 22(è-1)/;/(3/3x,)(3/3x,.), etc.

Finally we leave open the possibility that our results may be extended to

noncompact groups whose action preserves a nondegenerate quadratic form,

using the results of [9]. In outline the same proof seems plausible, but there

are many technical difficulties to be overcome. We have formulated Lemma 2

in §3 looking forward to such generalizations.

In this work we deal with functions in S for convenience only. Theorem 1

extends to L2 functions or even tempered distributions rather easily. Indeed if

we define S '(ir, v) to be all tempered distributions transforming according to

77 and v then S (77, v) is a dense subspace of S'(ir, v). Thus (1.3) holds for

/ G S '(tr, v) once we have the existence and continuity of Myf for / E

\%'(tr, v). But this is an easy consequence of (1.5)-even though y/ may be

undefined. For example, if y: S (R3) -» S (R1) is defined by yf(x) = f(x, 0, 0)

then y8 is undefined, but xy8 = (27r)-I5', as may be seen by approximating 5

by (77e)-3/2<rW2/<.

2. Proof of Theorem 1. The necessity of (1.5) is trivial. Indeed

bf=-(2„)-2n&(\x\2$f)
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and

A'/'= -(2w)-2n'$'3(\x'\2<>î'f')

and S (77, v) is preserved by multiplication by \x\2. Thus

A'A/y/- -(277)"2n'íF'3(|x'|2^'My/)

= -(2Tr)-2n'c<3'3(\x'\2My$f)= -(2<ny2n'c<5'\My(\x\2<5f))

= -(2ir)'2n'c4My((P(\x\2c»f)) « (277)2<"-"VMyA/

establishing (1.5) with c, = (2t7)2(,,-"')c4.

For the converse we first deduce some consequences of ( 1.5). Let us assume

that S '(77, v) contains a spherical harmonic / of degree k such that Myf is not

identically zero. Then A'Myf = c,AfyA/ = 0 since / is harmonic. Now if

h(\x\) is any radial function in S(R") then hf G S(t7, v) so A'h(\x'\)Myf =

cxMyAhf. Both sides of this equality may be computed using the identities

A(/1/2) = (A/1)/2+/,A/2 + 2V/I-V/2

and

Ah(\x\) = n"(|*|) + (« - l)h'(\x\)/\x\

and the fact that x ■ V/ = A/ since/is homogeneous of degree &. We find

»' - 1 2«'(|x'|)
n"(|*'|)My/ + *—-i-n'(|*'|)A/y/+ -r^p-*' • V 'Myf

\x I I* I

= Cl(n"(|x'|)My/+ ¿LZl1ä'|x'||My/+ jj£ h'(\x'\)Myf.

Choosing h(\x\) = \x\2m locally this becomes

lx' ■ V'Myf = [cx(2m + n - 2) - (2m + ri - 2) + 2cxk]Myf

and since Myf is not identically zero we must have c, = 1 hence x' • V 'Myf

= (k + (n - n')/2)Myf. We have proved that Afy/is homogeneous of degree

k + (n — n')/2 and also harmonic. But the only homogeneous harmonic

functions are spherical harmonics, hence n — n' must be even, and we have

shown that /// G S '(77, v) is a spherical harmonic of degree k then Myf is a

spherical harmonic of degree k + (n — n')/2.

Now we prove (1.3). If §(77, v) contains only the zero function there is

nothing to prove, so assume otherwise. Let/ G S (77, v) be not identically zero

and expand the restriction of / to each sphere in a spherical harmonic series.

We have/ = 2f.0fk where

AW - f f(g~Xx)dkXk(g) dg
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where G0 = O (n) and Xk and dk are tne character and dimension of the

representation of G0 on spherical harmonics of degree k. Since/ G ? so does

each fk and the series converges uniformly. Furthermore, since the projection

f-*fk commutes with all elements of G0 (characters are central) hence all

g G G, we also have eachfk G S (77, v).

Now fk need not be a product of a radial function times a spherical

harmonic. However, its restriction to each sphere is spherical harmonic which

must belong to S '(77, ü)-thus such functions exist as assumed above. Further-

more, if we choose an orthonormal basis Yk of spherical harmonics of degree

k in S'(77, v) we may write fk = 2 Yk (x)hk,(\x\). Thus it suffices to prove

Ç'My(Yh)- cMy$(Yh)

whenever Y E §'(77, v) is a spherical harmonic and A is radial. But since

My Y is a spherical harmonic of degree k + (n — n')/2 this follows im-

mediately from Bochner's theorem:

§(Yh) - (i/2w)kY%(n/2)+k(h)

and

V'My(Yh) = (z7277)'!+('I-"')/2Myy^(fl/2)+,(A).

Thus the constant c = (í/27t)("~"",/2 which is consistent with c, = 1 and

c, = (»^-"V.
Remark. In some of the applications (1.5) will hold for all/in a subspace

§0(77, v) of S (77, v). The above proof shows that (1.3) then follows for all

/ G S0(77, v) provided S0(77, v) is generated as an §/-module by the spherical

harmonics it contains.

The following lemma gives conditions on M sufficient for (1.5) to hold.

Lemma 1. Let n — n' be even and let M be multiplication by a spherical

harmonic M(x') homogeneous of degree (n — n')/2. Then (1.5) holds if and

only if either (2.1) A'My Y = Ofor every spherical harmonic Y in §'(77, v), or

(2.2) 2 V 'M • V 'yf = MyA"f for all f E S (77, v), where A" is the Laplacian
in the variables orthogonal to R".

Proof. Since we are assuming A' M = 0 we have

A'A/y/ = MyA'f + 2 V 'M ■ V 'yf.

Also A/yA/= MyA'f + MyA"f so (1.5) is equivalent to (2.2). Next assume

(2.1), which is a special case of (2.2). By the proof of the theorem it suffices to

establish (1.5) for/ = KAd^l), where Y is a spherical harmonic of degree k in

S'(77,1;). But

A'My(Yh) = 2V'(MyY)- V'A(|x'|) + MyYA'h(\x'\)

by (2.1), and MyA(Yh) = 2My(VY- VA) + A/y/y(AA). An easy computa-
tion shows that both sides in (1.5) are equal to
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MyY(h"(\x'\)) + (n - 1 + 2k)h'(\x'\)/\x'\.

Thus (2.1) also implies (1.5).

3. The adjoint representation. Let G be a semisimple compact group and let

7? be the adjoint representation of G on its Lie algebra 0, which is orthogonal

with respect to minus the Killing form - B (x,y). Let $ be a maximal abelian

subalgebra. Let
TO

(3.1) M(H) = II «,(77)
j-i

be the product of the positive roots ax,... ,am with respect to some ordering.

Theorem 2. Let f £§;, i.e., let f be any ad-invariant function in §(©).

Then for any 77' G $,

{ M(H)f(H)eiB{HM,)dH

(3.2) - (-2m)~mM(H') ( f(x)eiB(x-H"> dx.

Remarks. This is equivalent to a result of Harish-Chandra [4, Theorem 3]

which states that for any/ G S(@), if

(3.3) T(f)(H) = M(H)(f(adgH) dg
JG

then

(3.4) r(/y=(-277/)-m:r(/).

Now (3.4) is the same as (3.2) if/is ad-invariant, but it also is a consequence

of (3.2) if we apply (3.2) to /c/(ad g77) dg.
We also note that the subgroup of G preserving § is the Weyl group W,

and if / is ad-invariant then Myf transforms according to the alternating

representation of W.

Proof. If n and n' denote the dimensions of © and §, it is well known that

n - n' = 2m, so (3.2) is exactly the conclusion of Theorem 1. To show that

the theorem applies we will verify that M satisfies (1.5). For this verification it

is not necessary to assume that G is compact, so we will formulate it in a

separate lemma:

Lemma 2. Let G be any semisimple Lie group with Lie algebra %, and let ¿p

be any Cartan subalgebra of®. Let M (77) be given by (3.1) where the roots are

with respect to ©c and $c. Then for any ad- invariant C ̂  function f on ©,

(3.5) D'Myf=Mynf
where □ is the Casimir operator "ï,bJkd2/dXjdxk with bJk the inverse matrix of

the symmetric matrix B (x,, xk), and □' the restriction to §.
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Proof. Let us first translate the hypothesis that / is ad-invariant into

differential equations. If y E © then exp ty G G so

/(ad(exp ty)x) = f(x)

hence

T /(ad(exp ty)x) = 0
/-odt

and

^/tad(exp<y)*)|(=o=0

But an easy computation shows

ad(exp ty)x = x + t[yx] + t2[y[yx]]/2 + o(t2)

so these equations become

(3.6) D([yx])f(x) = 0

and

(3.7) D([yx]ff(x) + D([y[yx]])f(x) = 0

where D (z) denotes the directional derivative in the z-direction, D (z)f(x) =

(df/dt(x + ¿z))|,_0. By polarization of (3.7) we also obtain

D([yx])D([zx])f(x) + D([zx])D([yx])f(x)

(3'8) +D([y[zx]])f(x) + D([z[yx]])f(x) = 0.

These equations provide the relationships between second and first deriva-

tives of /needed to prove (3.5).

Let us choose a basis Hx,..., Hk,yx,... ,y2m for @ such that Hx,... ,Hk

forms a basis for $ and such that the cross-terms B (H¡, yj) all vanish. Let

{au} be the inverse to the A: X A: matrix B(H¡, Hß and {c,-,} be the inverse to

the 2m X 2m matrix B( y„ yj). Then, as in the proof of Lemma 1, we need to

show

(3.9) 2^J^JfM(H) = 0

and

(3.10) 2^a¡j^(H)^(H) = M(H)y^Cij^(H).

Now the proof of (3.9) is easy. If for each positive root ar we denote by hr

the element of §c such that ar(H) = B(H, hr), then M (H) = W%XB(H, hr)

and
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2«j/977,. dHj
M(77)=2

M(H)B(hr,hs)

r#J B(H,hr)B(H,hs)

by a simple computation. But this is a polynomial of degree m - 2 which is

alternating under the Weyl group action on $c. But such a polynomial must

contain M as a factor, hence it is zero.

The proof of (3.10) requires a detailed study of the root spaces of ©c.

Recall (see Helgason [6, pp. 140-143]) that to each positive root ar we can

associate elements Zr and Z_r of ©c so that

(3.11)

Furthermore

(3.12)

[77Zr] = ar(77)Z„

[77Z_r] = -ar(H)Z_

[ZrZr]=Q   and

[ZrZ_r] = hr.

B(Z±r,Z±s) = 0     tir¥*s,

B(Zr,Zr) = B(Z_„Z_r) = 0,

B(Zr,Z_r) = l    and B(Zr,H) = 0.

We write Zr = Xr + iYr and Z_, = X_r + iY_r where X±l. and Y±r are in

©.

Now we distinguish three types of roots, real roots ctr = ar, imaginary roots

ctr = — ar (this is the only case that occurs if G is compact) and complex

roots a, # ± <xr. We choose a basis for a complement of $ in @ (denoted

J'l» • • • '^2m above) as follows:

(i) for each positive real root we may choose Z±r so that Y±r = 0; we take

then Xr and X_r in the basis;

(ii) For each positive imaginary root we may choose Z_r = Z,; we take A",.

and y, in the basis;

(iii) for each pair of positive complex roots otr and cts = ± ür (one and only

one of these is a positive root) we may choose Zs = Z±r and Z_s = Z±r; we

take then Xr, Yr, X_r and Y'_r in the basis.

We may compute the Killing form with respect to this basis using (3.12)

and hence find that the operator 2c,;/92/9>',9.y/ on the right-hand side of

(3.10) has the form

y-2 —

(3.13)
dXr   dX_

+ 2'"4

+ 2 "2 -^r + 2 ■ !

3X3A".
+ 4

ay,2

a nar.
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where 2', 2" and 2'" denote summation over all positive real, imaginary and

pairs of complex roots, respectively.

We are to apply this differential operator to an ad-invariant function / and

evaluate at a point H G §. If ar is a real root we use (3.8) with x = H,

y = Xr and z = X_r to obtain

2ar(H)2 j^r-r f(H) = 2ar(H)D(hr)f(H)

or

92 2M(H)

(here we have used (3.11) to compute brackets). If ar is an imaginary root we

use (3.7) twice with x = H and y = Xr and Yr and add to obtain

/     92 g2   \ 2M(H)
M(^)H2^+2^?)/(//)=^wZ)(W(//)

(the directional derivative D (z) is defined for z G $c by D (z) = D (x) +

iD (y) if z = x + iy, x, y E $). Finally if ar and as are complex roots with

ar = ± as we use (3.8) twice with x = H, y = Zr, z = Z_f and x = H,

y = Zs,z = Z_s to obtain

D(hr)f(H)
2D(Zr)D(Z_r)f(H) =

and

But

so

2D(Zs)D(Z_s)f(H) =

ar(H)

D(K)f{H)

«,(")

D(Zr)D(Z_r) + D(ZS)D(Z_S) = 2—^—dXM-, WY-

2M(H) 2MÍH)

-^(sri,<wm+^ô"0<W(',)-
Thus the right-hand side of (3.10) is equal to

^ M(H)
(3.14) 2^^(ÏÏjDihr)yfiH)
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where the sum is taken over all positive roots. But the left-hand side of (3.10)

is also equal to (3.14) since

3A/_y M(H)   oB(H,hr)

377,.     ?  ar(77) 377,.

and

_     dB(H,hr)   8y/
S*ff      \H¡       -^r(H) = D(hr)yf(H).

4. Stiefel harmonics. We consider the group G = SO (n) (or O (n)) acting

on « X m real matrices (m < n)M„Xm(R) by left multiplication. The sub-

space we consider is Af„,Xm(R) for n' < n, obtained by setting the bottom

n — n' rows equal to zero, and the corresponding group G' = SO(n') (or

0(n')). If 77u is the irreducible representation of G with highest weight

w = (w,,..., w^) (here p = [n/2]) and v a highest weight vector, then S(iru,

v) can be described explicitly using results of [8].

We introduce polar coordinates in MnXm(R) as follows: For any matrix

x E M„xm(R) of rank m, the matrix x'x is an invertible positive definite

m X m matrix. Letp = vx'x be the unique positive definite square-root and

set y = xp~l. Then x = yp where y'y = ImXm, so y belongs to the Stiefel

manifold 5¿.

Let us summarize briefly the relevant facts from [8]. Let ax = (I, i,

0,..., 0), a2 = (0, 0, 1, i, 0,..., 0), etc. and b = (0,..., 0, 1) if n is odd.
We denote the columns of x by xx,..., xm. Let A denote any subset of

(1,..., m) and let \A\ denote its cardinality. We define a polynomial M (A)

on MnXm(R) as follows:

(i) if \A\ < [i, M (A) is the determinant of the \A\ X \A\ matrix obtained

from the p x m matrix {aj-xk) by selecting the first \A\ rows and those

columns corresponding to k G A ;

(ii) if |^| > p, M (A) is the determinant of the \A\ X \A\ matrix obtained by

selecting the first p rows and the last \A\ — p rows and those columns

corresponding to k E A from the n X m matrix

[aJ-xk\

if n is even, or

ayxk

Oj • xk

b- xk

if n is odd.
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Let & denote a finite sequence Ax, A2,... ,AN of nonempty subsets of

{1,..., m) of decreasing cardinality, \Aj\ > \Aj+x\, and satisfying \AX\ + \A2\

< n. Then let/(<2) = YLf.xM(Aj). If n is even and \AX\ = n/2 let/-(fi) be
the polynomial obtained from f(&) by replacing a^ by a^. Finally to â we

associate the weight w given by

(i)if\Ai\<n/2thenu>J = \{r:\Ar\>j}\,

(ii) if \AX\ > n/2 then u¡ = 0 if / > n - \AX\ and w, = \{r. \Ar\ > j}\ if

j<n- \AX\.

In [8] it is proved that/(6B) is a spherical harmonic, f(&) G Q>(tra, v) and

the restriction to S¡¡, of all/(6B) corresponding to a weight w (or if m > n/2

and w~ = (w,,..., wM_,, —<oM) then the f~(&) with 6E corresponding to

(co., wM)) spans the restriction to S£ of all functions in S(t7u, v). From

this it is easy to deduce

Lemma 3. Let fx.f denote all polynomials f(&) with & corresponding to

a fixed weight a (orf~((Z) when defined). Then an arbitrary function in S(iru,

v) has a representation

(4.1) Í fj(x)Sj(x'x)
7=1

withgjES(MmXm(R)).

Proof. Clearly every function of the form (4.1) is in S (7ru, v) by the above.

For the converse assume F(x) E $(tru,v). Then in polar coordinates

F(x) = F(yp)   (for x of rank m)

and since g~\yp) = (g~ly)p with g~xy G S^ we have

F(yp) = ¿ fj(y)Gj(P)
7-1

(this representation is not necessarily unique because the f} need not be

linearly independent). Now an examination of the form of the fj shows that

for any fixed m X m matrix r, fj(xr) is a linear combination of

fx(x),... ,fq(x). Since y = xp~l and p depends only on x'x we obtain the

form (4.1) for x of rank m. Again the representation is not unique, but if we

choose a linearly independent subset of/,,... ,fq which spans the same space

of polynomials (this is somewhat different from the construction in [8] where

only restrictions to S¡¡, are considered) then the summands fj(x)gj(x'x) are

uniquely determined, and in fact must be given by a group convolution

fcF(g~lx)hj(g) dg for appropriate kernels hy From this it follows that (4.1)

holds for all x and fj(x)gj(x'x) and hence gj(x'x) are smooth and rapidly

decreasing.
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Theorem 3. Suppose n > n' > 2m and n — n' = 2d is even, and let M =

M ({I, . . ., m))d. If oí = («i, . . ., wm, 0, . . ., 0) is a dominant weight for

SO(n) and a' = (to, + d,. . ., wm + d, 0,. .., 0) the SO(n') weight (with v

and v' corresponding weight vectors) thenf-* My fis an isomorphism ofS(iru, v)

onto S (77^., v') and

(4.2) 9'Myf = (2m) ~dMy$f  for all / G S (t7„, v).

Proof. The fact that/-> My/maps S(77u, v) onto §(77u-, v') follows from

the Lemma and the fact that/(£E) is associated to the weight u> if and only if

M ({I,..., m))dyf(&) is associated to the weight u'. To prove (4.2) we use

Theorem 1 and Lemma 1. It suffices to show

(4.3) 2 V'A/ • V 'yF = My V "F   for all F E S (iru, v)

since we know by [8] that M is harmonic. By Lemma 3 we may assume

F(x) - f(&)(x)g(x'x) for â associated to the weight a. But V 'M ■ V 'yf(&)

= 0 since Myf(â) is harmonic and yA"(f(&)g) = yf((£)yA"g(x'x) since

f(&) does not depend on the bottom 2d rows of x (here we use n' > 2m).

Thus (4.3) follows from

(4.4) 2 V 'M • V 'yg(x'x) = MyA"g(x'x).

Now we readily compute the right-hand side of (4.4) from the fact that

^*'*))-%*»^)

if u — x'x. Since

n to       a2

A" -   2   2 7T
y-n'+l *-l   ox,*

and since y sets equal to zero all the variables xjp for/ > n' + 1 we have

m ZZyo

MyA"g(x'x) = (n-n')M^   -f (u).
p-\   Supp

The left-hand side of (4.4) is

2 2 2  37- 2 xjp g— (U)
j=l k=l   0Xjk   p=\ 0Ukp

so it suffices to show

2  -ïL-Xjp-MpkM.
j-\   °Xjk

Since M = M ({I,..., m))d this is equivalent to

(4-5) 2xJp-£-M({l,...,m}) = 8pkM({ 1, .. . , m)).
7-1        axJk
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All that remains is to verify the algebraic identity (4.5). Recall that

M({1,..., m}) is the determinant of the mXm matrix [oj-xk). Thus

2"_IJC/;o(3/3x/.it)A/((l, . . ., m}) is the determinant of the matrix obtained by

substituting the/?th column in place of the kih column. If p ¥= k we have a

matrix with a repeated column hence determinant zero, while if p = k we get

the identical matrix hence determinant equal M ({I,..., m}).

Remark. If n' = 2m, co = (co,, . . . , com, 0, . . . , 0) and co' = (co, +

d, . . . ,um_x + d, — com — d) then we obtain an isomorphism of § (t7u, v) and

§ ("■</> v') and the analogue of (4.2) where now v is a weight vector for the

weight (ux, .. ., com_,, — wm, 0, .. ., 0) and M is the polynomial obtained

from M ({I, ..., m})d by replacing am by am.

Next we consider the case n' < 2m. We should expect far fewer Bochner

identities since for m = 1 there is only one (f(xx, x2, x3) -» xxf(xx, 0, 0) for

radial functions on R3). In fact we need to have n = n' + 2 and the identity

holds only for half of § (77u, v). The splitting of S (77w, v) is best described by

considering the full orthogonal group 0(n). Recall that to every representa-

tion 77u of SO (ri) (with coM = 0 if n is even) there are two distinct representa-

tions of 0(n) which yield 77u when restricted to SO(ri). We denote them 77^,

and they are distinguished by the condition 77^ (g) = ±1 where g is the

diagonal matrix with diagonal entries (1, 1,..., 1, -1). Furthermore it is

easy to check that/(ffi) G S (77+, v) if \AX\ < [n/2] while /((SB) G §(77-, v) if

\Ax\>[n/2].

Theorem 3'. Let n = n' + 2 with n' < 2m, let a «■ («,,..., co„._m,

0, . . ., 0) be a dominant weight for SO (n) (note we must have n' — m <

[n/2]) and co' = (co, + 1, . . ., co„._OT + 1, 0, . . ., 0) a dominant weight for

SO (n') (note n' — m = [n'/2] only in the odd case n' = 2m — 1), with v and v'

corresponding weight vectors for the representations 77j" of O(n) and tr~ of

O(n'). Finally let M = M ({I, . . . , m}). Then /-» Myf is an isomorphism of

§ (""u , v) onto § (77 ~, v') and (4.2) holds.

Proof. The proof is almost the same as before. The only new idea is that if

& = (Ax, . . . ,AN) is associated with the weight co and \AX\ < [n/2] then

({1,..., m), Ax,..., AN) is associated with the weight co' and |{1,.. ., m}\

> [n'/2], and conversely.

5. Unitary and symplectic spaces. Here we discuss results analogous to those

of the previous section for the unitary groups U(n) and the symplectic groups

Sp(n). We will need to use results analogous to those of [8] for these groups,

which will be stated without proof. The omitted proofs are long, but are quite

similar to those in [8].

We start with the unitary case first. We consider complex n X m matrices

z G Af„Xm(C) (m < n) with the real quadratic form tr z*z. The unitary group
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U(n) acts on MnXm(C) by left multiplication. We let í/^ = {z: z*z - 7}. As

a homogeneous space it may be identified with U(n)/U(n - m). We have a

polar coordinate decomposition for every z G MnXm(C) of rank m as z =

iz|z| where \z\ is the unique m X m positive definite square root of z*z and

tz = z|z|-' G ÍC

Now if (ax,..., w„) is a dominant weight for U(n), tra the corresponding

representation and v a corresponding weight vector, we wish to define a

collection of spherical harmonics in S (7rw, v) analogous to what we had for

SO(n). We do this by considering pairs <£, % with & = (Ax,. .., Ar) and

$ = {Bx, . . ., Bs} where each Aj and Bj is a subset of {1,..., m) subject to

the conditions of decreasing cardinality, \Aj\ > \AJ+X\ and |5-| > |7?7+1|, and

that |y4,| + |7J,| < n. For each such pair (we allow & or $ to be empty, with

the obvious modifications) we define a polynomial on MnXm(C)

/(0,®) = \lM(Aj) T[N(Bk)
j=i *=i

where M (A) denotes the determinant of the \A\ X \A\ submatrix of z ob-

tained by selecting the first \A\ rows and the columns corresponding to

elements of A, while N(B) denotes the determinant of the |5| X \B\ sub-

matrix of z obtained by selecting the last \B\ rows and the columns corre-

sponding to elements of B.

Theorem A. /(éE, Ç&) is a spherical harmonic (in fact it is annihilated by

every U(ri)-invariant constant coefficient differential operator without constant

term) andf(&, % ) G S (77u, v) where a = (w,,. .., w„) is given by

<Oj=\{k:\Ak\>j}\   ifj<\Ax\,

Uj = 0   ifj >\AX\ andj <n- |7J,|,

co,. = -\{k: \Bk\> n + 1 -j}\    ifj > n -\BX\.

Furthermore, when restricted to U^, the functions f(&, <&) span the restriction

ofè(TTu,v)toUnm.

Remarks. Let us say that a pair 6B, % is admissible if

(i) \{r EAX: r < m -j}\ + \{r G Bx: r< m -j)\ < n -j for j = 0,

1.m - 1;
(ii) if we write Aj = {/„ . .., ip) and Aj+l = {/',,. . ., i'q) in increasing

order (z, < i2 < • • • and /', < i'2< . ..) then i'k > ik for k < q (note q < p)

and
(iii) the analogous condition for Bj and 7i,-+l.

(If either & or %  are empty the conditions for them are dropped.) The

restrictions to U„ of the functions /((£, <3d) for admissible pairs are linearly
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independent and span the restriction of S (t7w, v) to U£ (together with their

translates they span L2( U¡¡,)).

Also we may obtain spherical harmonics in S(t7u, v) which are invariant

under right multiplication by matrices in U(m) giving explicitly each repre-

sentation which occurs (with multiplicity one) in the regular representation of

the symmetric space U(ri)/U(n — m) X U(m). These have the form (take

m < n — m) n¿_,.F¿* for any m-tuple of nonnegative integers (r,,..., rm)

where

Fk=   2   M(A)N(A)
\A\-k

.      m m

= 77 2 ••• 2 *({/i...../*})*({'......'*})•
K-   il —1 i*-l

The associated weight co is given by

m

aj = 2 rk    >0' < w>
k-j

co, = 0   if m < j < n — m,

m

u>j = —     2     rk   ii n — m < j < n.
k=n-j+\

These results will not be used in the sequel.

Lemma 4. An arbitrary function in S (t7u, v) has a representation

2 fj(z)gj(z*z)
j-l

with gj G S(A/mXm(C)) where /„ . . . ,fq are all polynomials f(&, %) for pairs

&, *35 corresponding to the weight u (if n > 2m then S(77M, v) is empty unless

«m+l - * ' '   "«»-«"O).

Proof. Identical to Lemma 3.

We consider now Bochner identities where G = U(n), G' — U(n') for

n > n' > 2m and y sets equal to zero the rows m + 1,..., m + n — ri of

z E M„Xm(C) (in a natural way y/ can be regarded as a function on

Mn,Xm(C)). Note that the difference in dimension is always even, 2m(n - ri).

Theorem 4. Let n > ri > 2m, let

co = (co,, .. ., com, 0,.. ., 0, u„.m+x,. . -, co„)

be a dominant weight for U„, and let s and t be integers (possibly negative)

satisfying s + t = n - ri, um + s > 0 and con_m+, - t < 0. We set M =

M ({I, ... , m})sN({l, . . . , m})'. Then /-> Myf is an isomorphism of

S (""a» u) onto § (77^., v') where
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a' = (w, + S, . . . , lùm + S, 0, . . . , 0, w„_m+, - t, . . . , w„ - t)

is a dominant U(n') weight, and furthermore

<5'Myf=(2mym(n-n')My$f

for all f G S(77u, u).

Proof. There are some technical problems if either í or t is negative, for

then M has singularities. These problems may be circumvented, however, by

repeated application of the result in the case of nonnegative j and t (if say

s < 0 just compare / and Myf with AÍ({1, . . . , m))^f defined on

A/(n+|i|)Xm(C)). Thus we may assume M is a polynomial.

Repeating the arguments in the proof of Theorem 3, we see that the crucial

identity we must prove is

2 V 'M ■ V 'yg(z*z) « MyA"g(z*z)

where

fit    tn + n — n       ^ r\

A" = 42    2   T^äT
*=1 j = m + l   ozjk   ozJk

and

"•    „   3A/(z)   3yg(z*z)
2V'A/-V'yg(z*z) = 4 2   2   -¡A2 J^-L

k=lJSD       aZjk 0ZJk

dM(z)   dyg(z*z)

dzJk to*

(here D = (1, . .., m, m + n - n' + 1, . . . , n}). To prove this we use (here

w = z*z)

a      , „ ,     £ - /   3g 3g

and

3z^ ,.,    \ 3wlVt dww /

Since y sets equal to zero the variables zjk for m < j < m + n — n' we find

m  / dye 3y£ \
A/yA"g(z*z) = 4(n - n')M■ 2     -£~ (***) + TTT" (***)•

k=i\ öwkk owkk J

On the other hand,
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2V'M.V'yg(z*z) = 4S   2   2 HM ( |^ (-•-) + ̂  (z*z)\
k=\jsDi=\      dzjk \ dwk¡ dwik }

^ — 3M / 3yg 3yg \
+ ZM T=~    -ZT- (z z) + T=r (z*z)

dzJk \ dwik Bwki /

= 4(s + t)M-fli^-(z*z) + p-(z*z)\
k-\\ dwkk dwkk )

since we have

and

2 zjfw— - s8¡kM
jSD       0Zjk

2  *ß T=~ = l8ikM.
jeD       °zjk

Next we consider the case 2m > ri > m. Here we have Bochner identities

where the mapping has the form/-» MxyM2xf (in fact we may have y/ = 0

for the class of functions considered). We must assume that the U(ri) weight

co satisfies either co, = s > 0 for n' - m </ < m and co„_m+1 < 0, or co,- =

— r<0 for n-m</<«-«' + /« and com > 0. We will discuss the first

case only, leaving the essentially symmetric second case to the reader.

Theorem 4'. Let n > ri > m but ri < 2m, and let s and t be nonnegative

integers such that t — s = n — ri. Let co be a dominant weight for U(n) such

that co, = s for ri — m <j < m and co„_m+, < 0 and let co' = (co',, .. ., co^)

be the dominant U(n') weight given by

co  =

co, — í //1 < / < ri — m,

— t ifri — m < j < m + ri — n,
«,+„_„' - t    if m + ri - n <j < ri,

in case n < 2m, and

> _ ¡UJ~ s ifl<j<n'-m,

Uj      \ <*/+„-„> - t    ifri - m<j < ri,

in case n > 2m. Let y be the restriction to the set of z G MnXm(C) with rows

ri — m + 1 through n — m equal to zero (we identify yf naturally as a function

on Mn.Xm(Q). Let M2 = M ({I, . . ., m})s on M„Xm(Q and let Mx -

N({I, . . ., m})' on Mn,Xm(C). Then f-* MxyM2~xf is an isomorphism of

§ (^u. v) onto S (t7w., v') and
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<5'MlyM2xf = (2m)~m(n~n')MlyM2i'»f

for ail f E S(ttu,v).

Proof. Let n" = n + s - n' + t and let u" be the dominant t7(n") weight

Uj       if I < j < n' — m,

0        if n' — m < j < m + s,

íúj_,    if m + s < j < n + s.

For functions F defined on Mn„Xm(C) let yxF (and yjF respectively) be the

restriction to those z G Mn~Xm(C) with rows n' — m + 1 through n" — n +

n' — m (n" — m respectively) equal to zero. Note that yxF (y2F respectively)

may be naturally identified with a function on Mn.Xm(C) (MnXm(C) respec-

tively), and with these identifications yy2 = y,.

Now by essentially the same proof as before we have that /-» MxyxF

(M2y2F respectively) is an isomorphism of S (tru~, v") onto § (77u., v')

(S (77u, v) respectively) and that

and

<S'MxyxF = (2m)  m(n"  "'Wj^'T

9.M2y2F = (2m)~min"~n)M2y2$"F.

Now any / G S (t7u, v) has the form / = M2y2F for some FES (tru., v"),

and conversely, so MxyM2lf = MxyxF G %(ttu., v') and the mapping is onto.

Furthermore we have

<B'MxyM2xf= 9'MxyxF

= (2m)~m{n"~"')Mxyx9" F = (2m)~m(n""'')MxyM21 (M2y29" F)

= (2m)~mln~n')MxyM2-19M2y2F = (2m)~m(n~"')MlyM2-iff.

Next we discuss actions of the symplectic groups Sp(n). We consider

"symplectic nX m matrices" f G MnXm(Q) for m < n defined by

Kxm(Q) = {$ = (Zw     -^:z,wEMnXm(C^.

This is a 4nm real dimensional space with quadratic form

2-trf*£ = tr(z*z + w*w).

We let

ß»-{iEJ»f„XM(Q): £*£ = /}•

Then Q¡¡ = Sp(n) and Sp(n) acting on MnXm(Q) by left multiplication

preserves   Q¡¡,.  As  a  homogeneous  space   ßm   may   De  identified  with
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Sp(ri)/Sp(n — m). Regarding MnXm(Q) as a subspace of M2nx2m(C) we have

a polar coordinate decomposition £ = w|£|, and it is easy to check that

uEQ"m and |J| G MmXm(Q).

Now if co = (co,,..., co„) is a dominant weight for Sp(n), nu the corre-

sponding representation and v a corresponding weight vector, we wish to

describe a sufficiently large collection of spherical harmonics in S (ttu, v). Let

A denote any subset of (1,..., 2m) of cardinality < n, and let M(A) denote

the determinant of the \A\ x \A\ submatrix of f obtained by selecting the first

\A\ rows and the columns corresponding to elements of A. If 6E =

(A,,..., AN) is a sequence of such subsets let

/(éE)= ÏÏM(Aj).
7 = 1

Theorem B. /((£) « a spherical harmonic (in fact it is annihilated by every

Sp(n)-invariant constant coefficient differential operator without constant term)

andf(&) E S(77u, v) where a = (co„ ..., co„) is given by co,. = \{k: \Ak\ > j}\.

Furthermore, when restricted to Q£, the functions f (3) span the restriction of

$>(va,v)toQZ,.

Remarks. We may again describe a linearly independent (on Q£) set of

functions which span the restriction of S(77w, v) to Q£ by considering only

admissible sequences &. To give the definition of admissibility it is con-

venient to associate with each set A the pair of subsets B and C of {1,

2,..., m) given by

B = A f) {l,...,m}

and

C = [k: m + k E.A n {m + 1, . . ., 2m}}.

We say & is admissible if

(i)     \{r E By. r < k}\+\{r E Cy r < k}\

>\{rEBj+x:r<k}\+\{rECJ+x:r<k}\   fork - 1,.     , m;

(ii)    |{r G By. r < k}\ +\{r G Cy. r < k - l}\

>\{r E BJ+l: r < k}\ +\{r G CJ+l: r < k - l}\

for k = 1,..., m;
and

(hi)      \{r E Bx:r < fc}| +|{r G C,: r < k}\ < n + k - m

for k = 1,..., m.
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The proof is based on the branching theorem for Sp(n) given in [5]. Also

we may obtain spherical harmonics in S(t7w, v) which are invariant under

right multiplication by matrices in Sp(m) giving explicitly each representation

which occurs (with multiplicity one) in the regular representation of the

symmetric space Sp(n)/Sp(n — m) X Sp(m). These have the form (when

m < n — m) Ii¿=17r¿* for any m-tuple of nonnegative integers (rx, . . . ,rm)

where
■*       fit m

Fk=   2   M(A) = Tj'2   ••'   2 M({ix, ...,ik,m + ix,...,m + ik}).
B=C "•   /,-! 4=1
\B\ = K

The corresponding weight co is given by

m

"2,-1 = "2/= 2 rk   ifj < m,
k=j

co, = 0   if/ > 2m.

Lemma 5. An arbitrary function in S(77u, v) has a representation

2 fAS)8j{s*n
7=1

with gj E S(A/mXm(Q)) where /„ . . . ,fq are all polynomials f(&) for <S

corresponding to the weight co (if n > 2m then S (t7w, v) is empty unless a, = 0

forj > 2m).

We consider now Bochner identities where G = Sp(n), G' = Sp(n') and y

restricts to those f G MnXm(Q) with the last n - n' rows of z and w equal to

zero (naturally identified with Mn.Xm(Q)). We only have results in the case

n > n' > 2m. Note that the difference in dimensions is always even,

4m(n - n').

Theorem 5. Let n > n' > 2m and let co = (co,,..., co2m, 0,... ,0) be a

dominant weight for Sp(n). Set d - n - n' and co' = (co, + c7,. .., co2m + d,

0,..., 0) the dominant Sp(n') weight. Also set M = M ({I,.. ., 2m))d. Then

f->Myf is an isomorphism of %(ttu, v) onto S (77^, v') and 'S'Myf —

(2m)-2mdMy<5f for all f G S(t7u, 0).

Proof. Almost identical to the proof of Theorem 4.
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